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‘MODICARE’: A NOTE

The National Health Protection Mission was announced in

services. Experts say, one reason families are unlikely to avail of
the entire cover amount of Rs 5 lakh in a year is simply because
of the under‐developed health facilities in many states ThenThe National Health Protection Mission was announced in

the Union Budget this year under the larger Ayushman Bharat
programme. This has mainly two aspects. Firstly, it includes
plans to open 1.5 lakh Health and Wellness Centres that will
essentially be the upgraded versions of existing primary health
centres. The second dimension is the Pradhan Mantri Jan
Aarogya Yojana (dubbed as “Modicare,” analogous to
Obamacare in the US), a health insurance scheme targeted to
d ’ f l ( hl f l ) h

of the under developed health facilities in many states. Then
the big question is why the funds are not being spent on
strengthening existing public secondary and tertiary facilities
instead. Modicare coverage premiums will be shared between
the centre and the states in 60:40 ratio. If the existing Rashtriya
Swasthya Bima Yojana (RSBY), which provides coverage of Rs.
30,000 and shared between the centre and state in 75:25 ratio,
failed in implementation, then the far more ambitious Modicare
which have a higher share of contribution from the statesIndia’s poorest families (roughly 40% of its population). The

scheme became operational from September 25, on the birth
anniversary of Deen Dayal Upadhyay. This government‐
sponsored health insurance scheme will provide free coverage
of up to Rs. 5 lakh per family per year at any government or
empanelled private hospitals for secondary and tertiary medical
care facilities. It will be available for 10.74 crore beneficiary
families and about 50 crore Indian citizens. Eligibility is based on
S i E i d C C (SECC) d b Th h

which have a higher share of contribution from the states
without any commensurate infrastructural support naturally
raises more question marks.

The next major point is that the scheme will divert public
resources to the private health sector, which in turn will only
result in weakening the public health sector. The private sector
consists of 58% of the hospitals in the country, 29% of beds in
hospitals, and 81% of doctors. The private medical sector
remains the primary source of healthcare for 70% of the urbanSocio‐Economic and Caste Census (SECC) database. The scheme

plans to cover more than 1,300 medical treatments and
procedures. Prima facie this sounds good. Now let’s check some
of the realities.

Modicare seeks to provide coverage for hospitalisation at
the secondary (provided at district hospitals) and tertiary
(provided at specialized hospitals like AIIMS, Apollo, etc) levels
of healthcare. However, the High‐Level Expert Group set up by

remains the primary source of healthcare for 70% of the urban
households and 63% of the rural households. Some studies
observed that healthcare providers in the private sector tended
to extract more money by making patients stay for longer
durations and conduct more diagnostic tests compared to their
public counterparts. One of the problems that has plagued the
RSBY is that of fraudulent claims with hospitals claiming
reimbursements from the scheme for tests and procedures that
have not actually been performed Another method of fraudthe Planning Commission (2011) had recommended that the

focus of healthcare provision should be towards primary
healthcare. It had observed that focus on prevention and early
management of health problems can reduce the need for
complicated specialist care provided at the tertiary level. In the
absence of this, the poor have to go to private doctors.
However, the allocation for the Health and Wellness Centres is
Rs 1,200 crore, which amounts to only Rs 80,000 per sub‐centre.

have not actually been performed. Another method of fraud
that has been far more dangerous for patients is doctors
prescribing unnecessary procedures and surgeries only to claim
insurance. Also, “It is the insurance company’s job to make
some profit out of this… So there is always the incentive for an
insurance company to reject claims. There is very little that the
payer… can do to ensure that rejection does not take place”,
said an expert. With increasing burden on the public healthcare
without commensurate improvement in its infrastructure andThe condition of the existing sub‐centres right now is rather

poor, with inadequate infrastructure and under‐staffing.
Another major challenge in the state of public healthcare in

India is the out‐of‐pocket (OOP) expenses that families incur
when accessing services and the informal payments that are
made. Modicare, though, covers only expenses on
hospitalization and not outpatient‐expenses which is mostly
spent on buying medicines, diagnostic tests, etc. Moreover, the

without commensurate improvement in its infrastructure and
quality of service, there will be increasing demand for
privatizing healthcare facilities which is the primary objective of
the government.

The public health expenditure in India (total of union and
state governments) has been only little over 1% of the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) which is abysmally low as compared to
the world average of 6%. The actual need of the people is to
ha e a tr l ni ersal healthcare hich needs large in estment
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present health centres and public hospitals, especially in remote
rural areas, are plagued with issues such as shortage of
equipment, dilapidated infrastructure and shortage of skilled
man‐power. These will continue to hamper the quality of

have a truly universal healthcare which needs large investment
in public healthcare.



STATUE OF UNITY – THE TALLEST 
STATUE, THE BIGGEST LIE

After coming into power in 2014, Narendra Modi

introduced Rashtriya Ekta Diwas (National Unity Day) to
celebrate the day of 31st October in each year, as a
commemoration of the birthday of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel. This

wrote – “… However, this will be a good lesson for the League,
because I hear that the proportion of Muslims who have suffered
death is much larger”. After the partition, Patel said in a public
meeting – “Those who are disloyal will have to go to Pakistan.
Those who are still riding on two horses will have to quit
Hindusthan”. He purposefully transformed Kashmir into a loyalty
test for the Muslims. The religious intolerance we are witnessing
in India today has its root in the communal attitudes of peopley

year, on 31st October, he inaugurated the Statue of Unity – a
giant statue of Sardar Patel at Gujarat’s Kevadia. The built‐cost of
this tallest statue of the world is Rs. 2989 crores. This is like
another costly show off by Modi. However, the people of this
country must know the historical truths centering Sardar Patel,
and then judge themselves whether to assert this statue as a
symbol of unity or as a signature of glorifying communalism.

Praising Sardar Patel is the typical characteristic of all right‐

in India today has its root in the communal attitudes of people
like Patel. Thus, even after circulating false stories to establish a
feeling among the common mass that Nehru stole the prime
minister’s crown from Patel, Modi still needs a 597 feet tall
statue as eyewash to make Patel acceptable to the general mass.
Another official scheme centering Sardar Patel, named – Ek
Bharat Shreshtha Bharat, should also be seen in the same light.

We generally blame Jinnah for the partition of India, and
overlook the role of the Congress in that event. Although thisg yp g

wing forces. This alone is enough to give hints regarding
communal background of Patel, which ranges from participating
in the opening ceremony of a swimming pool built exclusively for
the use of Hindus in the then British India (1945) to treating
Muslim people in ‘free’ India as hostages to influence diplomatic
relationship between India and Pakistan. On October 22, 1946,
the then Viceroy Lord Wavell reported to the King, that Patel was
“frankly communal”. This was not a false assessment by Wavell;

overlook the role of the Congress in that event. Although this
deserves a separate exclusive discussion, here, we must note the
role of Patel in this event. Everyone, including Nehru and Gandhi,
followed the tune of partition composed by Mountbatten;
however, we must remember that the first person to follow the
tune was none other than Sardar Patel. Abul Kalam Azad, a
staunch critic of the Partition Plan, wrote in his book “India Wins
Freedom” that he was “surprised and pained when Patel in reply
[to why partition is needed] said that whatever we liked it or not,

especially, maintaining close relationship with the utterly
communal Hindutva brigade clearly validates this claim. In the
last days of the British Raj, Archibald Nye was appointed as
Britain’s first High Commissioner to India. In one of his
confidential report, which he sent to London, he wrote – “His
[Patel’s] reputation as a Hindu nationalist stood him in good
stead in keeping the Mahasabha and the RSS in check and he had
special and secret private arrangements with the RSS leaders. …
A h d Hi d h did di i hi l

there were two nations in India.” Basically, it was Patel, who has
outsourced the task of procuring the accessions to Mountbatten
and Menon. “I will buy a basket of 565 apples [the computed
number of seats]” – behind the unification of different states,
this was the simple motivation of Patel, who was often boasted
as the “Bismark of India” – another exaggeration unjustly
imposed on the character. Modi, who is an expert of farting fake
news all the time, claims that all of Kashmir would have been

As an orthodox Hindu, he did not disguise his communal
sympathies.” In reality, Patel wanted to strengthen his communal
line inside the Congress party. Thus, on January 6, 1948, just
three weeks before Gandhi’s assassination, Patel warmly invited
swayamsevaks to join the Congress. He said – “RSS men are not
thieves and dacoits. They are patriots. They love their country.
Only their trend of thought is diverted. They are to be won over
by Congressmen with love”. We must remember that by then the
utterly communal pro fascist and even pro British stand of RSS

India’s if Patel (instead of Nehru) had been allowed to become
India’s first Prime Minister. However, it will only add to Modi’s
discomforts that Patel initially was thinking of a bargain and he
would not object to Kashmir acceding to Pakistan if Jinnah let
India have Junagadh and Hyderabad.

Just day before the inauguration of the Statue of Unity, the
government jailed nearly 300 activists for a day. Many of them
are Adivasi farmers, who had planned to protest against the land

utterly communal, pro‐fascist, and even pro‐British stand of RSS
was well‐known.

Patel kept close connection with the then sarsanghchalak of
RSS, Golwalkar. As the Home Minister of newly formed India,
Patel solicited Golwalkar’s help while convincing the Hindu
Maharaja of Kashmir to merge his princely state with India. In his
book “Bunch of Thoughts” (1966), which is full of communal
venom, especially against the Muslims, Golwalkar praised Patel.
Golwalkar was a person who proudly instructed his disciples to

and farm acquisitions for the statue and luxurious developments
associated with it. Even the government completed the
construction of a weir at Garudeswar, for which many villages
already lost land and many more are waiting to be submerged in
near future. There is no doubt that at the cost of millions of poor
Adivasi lives Modi is constructing its own image by carrying on
anti‐people, pro‐corporate ‘development’, be it Statue of Unity
or Sardar Sarovar Dam. What else we can expect from the heirs
f P t l h b t d th i l t t lik ‘ l ’ ith t
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Golwalkar was a person, who proudly instructed his disciples to
follow the path of Hitler in purging Semitic races like the
Muslims. Thus, we can easily understand that how the attitude of
Patel was towards the Muslim community. We get to know about
his level of insensitivity, even towards the Muslim riot victims in
Bengal, in his letter to Rajaji on 21st August, 1946, where he

of Patel, who bartered the princely states like ‘apples’, without
taking any consent from the local people! Thus, every concerned
citizen must raise the question today that why billions of public
money are spent in building a statue, which will represent a
country that holds ranks of 130 (out of 189) and 103 (out of 111)
in human development and global hunger index, respectively.



HIS MAJESTY’S COMPANION –
GOLWALKAR 

Recently, on 21st October, our Prime Minister Narendra

Modi, wearing an Azad Hind Fouz cap in his traditional dramatic
l l d l h fl h

Golwalker even surpassed the contributions of his
predecessors in helping His Majesty. The Bombay Government
noted in a memo that: “the Sangh has scrupulously kept itself
within the law, and in particular, has refrained from taking part in
the disturbances that broke out in 1942.” Later on, Golwalkar
proudly remembered the days as – “In 1942 also there was a

style, unveiled a plaque to commemorate the flag‐hoisting event
to mark the 75th anniversary of the Azad Hind government.
Those, who are aware of our national history, know that the
forefathers of Modiji in Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS),
especially Golwalkar, neither happy with the tri‐color flag, nor
participated in the mass‐agitation in 1945‐46 against the trial of
the members of Azad Hind Fouz. By now, we are accustomed
with such ‘jumla’ of Modiji, which he is performing now‐a‐days as
frequently as his nervous legs are approaching the general

strong sentiment in the hearts of many. At that time too the
routine work of Sangh continued. Sangh vowed not to do
anything directly.” On March 5, 1960, in a speech delivered
before the top‐level cadres of the RSS, he clearly said that – “We
should remember that in our pledge we have talked of the
freedom of the country through defending religion and culture.
There is no mention of departure of the British in that.” Even, in
his book “Bunch of Thoughts”, which is a much celebrated book
ithi th i ht i h l i d th t ti “ tifrequently as his nervous legs are approaching the general

election of 2019. The worshipers of Golwalkar are now trying
their best to cross the turbulent tides of ensuing election by
riding the boat of jingoistic nationalism. Thus, it is the need of the
hour to expose their fake nationalism and patriotism nakedly in
front of the people.

After Hedgewar’s death in 1940, M. S. Golwalkar became
the Sarsanghchalak (head) of Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh
(RSS) Under the leadership of Golwalkar the RSS intentionally

within the right‐wingers, he claimed that equating “anti‐
Britishism” with “patriotism and nationalism” was a “reactionary”
view. He further mocked the martyrs of freedom struggle in such
a shameless way, which might even astonish the British.
According to Golwalkar – “We have not looked upon their
martyrdom as the highest point of greatness to which men
should aspire. For, after all, they failed in achieving their ideal,
and failure implies some fatal flaw in them.” It is thus nothing but
an irony that today his successors are forcibly portraying(RSS). Under the leadership of Golwalkar, the RSS intentionally

kept itself aloof from the countrywide anti‐British struggle of the
1940s, such as the Quit India movement of 1942, the Indian Navy
revolt of 1946, etc. “It is futile to blame the strong for the
injustice done to the weak… Sangh does not want to waste its
invaluable time in abusing or criticizing others. If we know that
large fish eat the smaller ones, it is outright madness to blame
the big fish. Law of nature whether good or bad is true all the
time This rule does not change by terming it unjust ” – these

an irony that today his successors are forcibly portraying
themselves as the sole authority of patriotism.

The specific characteristic of Golwalkar lies in his attempt to
transform Savarkar’s theory of “territorial nationalism” into
“cultural nationalism”, which formed the ideological basis for
leaving the British unharmed with their colony, and considering
the Muslims, Christians, and the Communists as the primary
enemies of the people of Hindusthan. Undoubtedly, such
ideology not only served the British during the 1940s but alsotime. This rule does not change by terming it unjust. these

were the words spoken by him, in a speech given in June 8, 1942,
to restrain the Sangh members from joining the massive anti‐
British struggle, which was heading towards the Quit India
movement. Few months later the “strong”, “unblamable” and
“big fish”‐like British rulers paved the way of a devastating
famine that killed more than three millions “weak” people in the
Bengal province. Only the shameless lackeys of imperialism can
admit this event as “law of nature”. However, if we go through

ideology not only served the British during the 1940s, but also
served all the later imperialist neo‐colonizers in the sub‐
continent, by dividing the working class based on religious lines
and spreading venom against communist ideology. In conclusion,
it must be noted that the USA’s Central Intelligence Agency (CIA),
which significantly spread and still spreading anti‐communist
propaganda throughout the world since the 2nd World War, also
noticed in 1950 that: “If leftist forces in India should acquire
increasing importance or if Communist imperialism should, g g

the writings and speeches of Golwalkar, then ample of similar
examples will be found. For example, just few months before our
independence, in March 1947, while addressing the annual day
function of the RSS, he criticized the tendency of “initiating the
political movements on the basis of our hatred towards our
victors.” Even, how he remembered the anti‐British struggles in
India in later days is well documented in Shri Guruji Samagra
Darshan. According to him – “The boys became unruly after the

increasing importance or if Communist imperialism should
represent a greater threat to India’s sovereignty than the
Congress government could withstand, the RSS might stand to
gain. Its extreme Hindu nationalism might easily become the
rallying point for anti‐Marxists.” The same feeling prevailed both
in the minds of Congress and the RSS. Thus, when the
revolutionary Marxists are leading the peasants’ armed uprising
against the feudal lords of the Telengana region, the Congress
and the RSS came to a mutual understanding, as the Communist
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1920‐21 movement [Non‐cooperation movement]… After 1942,
people often started thinking that there was no need to think of
the law.” Undoubtedly, the present regime, which is using
draconian laws indiscriminately to curb the voice of dissenters, is
the ideal successor of Golwalkar, whom we found as a defender
of British repressive laws.

ideology was a threat to both of them, and the government lifted
the official ban (which was imposed after Gandhiji’s murder) on
the RSS on 12th July 1949. Hence, for the oppressed mass, who
are fighting for their emancipation, it is an important point to
introspect that why both Gandhi and his murderers fear the idea
of the nation which Bhagat Singh and his comrades envisioned.



THE #METOO MOVEMENT 

The #MeToo movement in social media picked up after 80

urban setup for middle and upper middle class working women
(since that is where the voices have been raised in this
movement). It is no coincidence that many of the allegations

women made sexual abuse allegations against American film
producer Harvey Weinstein in 2017. Following this, Hollywood
actress Alyssa Milano tweeted encouraging the twitteratti to
open up their experiences of sexual abuse with the hashtag
#MeToo; the phrase was first used by American social activist
Tarana Burke in 2006. Mostly, women have opened up for cases
relating to sexual abuse at workplace through this movement.
In India, the #MeToo movement has picked up in the last few

being raised are pointed at members of society with extensive
economic influence and power over their victims. It is also no
coincidence that victims have often been unwilling to use the
legal and political frameworks that exist to protect and enable
them to come forward. There are economic relations that exist
between everyone involved: between alleged perpetrators and
victims, between victims and the economy at large and
between the public and the companies that employ alleged

h l l l l h
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weeks in social media. The alleged perpetrators have often
been eminent persons from corporations, media, politics,
academics, entertainment industry, etc. The victims in these
cases have shown great courage to speak against these people
in power and expose the potentially exploitative nature of
relations that exist in modern production processes. Since this
movement has used only social media as a tool, quite naturally
it has left out majority of victims in India who are not part of the

perpetrators. These grossly unequal relations coupled with
absence of democracy in organizations exacerbate the problem.
Victims fear losing their jobs or at least expect lower than the
usual growth because of the powerful perpetrators’ influence;
victim shaming adds to the problem. The victims who have
come out to raise their voices have shown great courage against
all these odds.

It must be borne in mind that most of the working women,j y p
cyber world. An anecdote: 81.29% of the female workforce in
India is rural women according to the 2011 Census.

Sexual violence in some form or other is everyday reality
for most women in India. These include violence from a partner,
a family member, friend or an otherwise known person, sexual
harassment at the workplace, sexual harassment in the street,
assaults by unknown persons and child sexual abuse.
Comparison of National Family Health Survey (NFHS) data

even in urban India, do not work in glass walled offices. They
are engaged in professions such as construction work, house
helps, etc. where job security and hence scope of exploitation is
much more. The refusal of a sexual advance by a contractor
towards a woman construction worker most likely would end up
in termination of her services and may be of her husband as
well. This probably means a couple of days of hunger not only
for the duo, but also for their small child.Comparison of National Family Health Survey (NFHS) data

issued by the Union Health Ministry and National Crime Records
Bureau (NCRB) data issued by Union Ministry of Home Affairs
reveals that 99.1% of sexual violence cases go unreported to the
police. According to the NFHS‐4 survey, every third woman
since the age of 15 in this country has faced domestic violence.
Among the married women in this section, 83% face domestic
violence from their husbands. Among unmarried women, 27%
faced violence from their relatives 18 % from their boyfriends

The #MeToo movement is a wonderful step in the right
direction. It needs to get bigger from here and develop into its
next stage. Instead of individual participation, the agitation will
have to take a collective form. Demands for overturning the
steep power structures in organizations have to be raised.
Demands for democratizing the workplace, unionizing the
workplace and right to create elected women’s organizations in
the workplace will have to come up.faced violence from their relatives, 18 % from their boyfriends

and 17% from a friend or acquaintance. According to NCRB, in
2016, 12% of all crimes against women were rape – this comes
out to be 6.3 cases per 100,000 of the population. This figure is
not very high when compared with the rest of the world; but it
has to be seen in the context of the 99.1% under‐reporting of
sexual violence cases in India. Considering this aspect would
put India among the nations with the highest levels of crimes
against women. It may be noted that the numbers are even

p p
To address the issues raised by the #MeToo movement it

must be understood that lecherous men are only the symptom
of the disease – the economic, social and cultural relations that
exist in Indian society are the root cause. If the manifestation is
to be tackled, the root cause has to be attacked. For complete
victory of women’s rights, activists and individuals will have to
look at the issue in a holistic way and fight for economic, social
and cultural rights as well.
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against women. It may be noted that the numbers are even
more horrible if we consider the crimes against Dalit women
indicating the role of caste in gender based violence.

To understand the #MeToo movement, one has to
understand the power equations that exist in the workplaces in

and cultural rights as well.



IIT BHU STUDENTS PROTEST
- Article contributed by Swati (SFC, IIT BHU)

In the series of attacks on democratic spaces and

voices, as a part of the broader agenda of saffronization of
educational institutes, the IIT‐BHU administration recently

While, at the same time, for screening a movie on
Bhagat Singh by the student organisation SFC, the authorities
does not give permission, and even if they do they ask for
names of everyone attending the movie even before
screening. In the same series, a recent demonstration was
organised by Students For Change (SFC) in solidarity with
farmers regarding implementation of Swaminathan

came up with a notice dated 10.10.2018 regarding imposing
a ban on organising as well as participation of students and
teachers in a procession or meeting without the permission
of “appropriate authority“. The notice also mentions that “in
case of default or disobedience, stern disciplinary action may
be taken against the concerned”.

The notice clearly reflects the complete dictatorship of
th bi d d i i t ti th iti d th i d

commission reports, was interfered by administration under
shadows of official permission. Upon giving them reference
to constitution about fundamental rights of speech, they
shamelessly argued that these rules do not apply here.

This puts the administration in a sphere of question
regarding the ambiguity of words like “derogatory slogans“,
“harmony” and “improper ways” and clearly represents the
b t li ki t f d i i t ti t d th tthe biased administrative authorities and their comprador

character.
In the past few years, the students of IIT‐BHU started

raising questions on anti‐student policies by administration
as well as anti ‐people policies by government. The students
in the campus had struggled constantly against fee hikes,
curfew timings for girls, lack of facilities, existing caste
discrimination in the campus and also had expressed dissent

boot licking nature of administration towards the present
government.

IIT‐BHU is no island and this notice is not in isolation
with number of increasing attacks on student movements
and their suppression by using UAPA and various other
draconian laws as a means for dictatorship. Numerous
events like UGC’s recent notification regarding consideration
of criticising government as violation of service rule, attackp p

over anti people policies by fascist regime of BJP‐RSS nexus.
Since the students had started taking part in the

broader struggles present in the society by forming
organisations and organising demonstrations signifying unity
with the working and exploited masses, the authorities have
became very anxious about students getting politicised and
participating in revolutionary struggle as done by Bhagat

h h h d
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on Manipur university students, attack by goons in punjabi
university or say imposing UAPA on a student Valarmathi for
standing with people’s struggles can be seen in the same
series of fascist onslaughts.

Holding peaceful demonstrations and protests is a right
of the citizens of our country being given by the constitution.
Such fundamental rights are guaranteed under article

( )( ) h f d f h d dSingh when he was a student.
The notice states that students and teachers are

prohibited from using derogatory slogans and to do
propaganda as according to this notice it disrupts
harmonious relationship among various members of the
institution.

In the past IIT‐BHU students have witnessed the
administration calling some so called ‘Swamis’ and ‘Babas’

19(1)(a): right to freedom of speech and expression and
article19(1)(b): right to assemble peacefully. Denial of these
rights will only generate an organised culture of silence over
things that concern society and us as humans and will
intensify the exploitation of people by making them slaves to
their masters.

The students have submitted a petition to immediately
roll back this repressive notice and are continuing their fight
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administration calling some so called Swamis and Babas
officially as the part of institute lecture series as the
propaganda and also organising various such programmes
under the banners of Vivekananda and they does not find it
derogatory even if students do.

roll back this repressive notice and are continuing their fight
against dictatorship. The students are also prepared further
to intensify the struggle for a better society irrespective of
such notices.
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